Adria caravans
season 2015 | Astella  Alpina  Adora  Action  Altea  Aviva

In today’s turbulent world it’s nice to know you can place your trust in a brand that has
been at the forefront of caravan and motorhome development since the early 1960’s. In
2015, Adria celebrates its fiftieth year anniversary and all of our new vehicles wear the
new Adria logo with pride.
With experience comes knowledge, skills and real insight into the changing needs of
our customers, which feed directly into the design and manufacture of Adria’s awardwinning range of caravans, motorhomes and camper vans.
All Adria vehicles are designed and manufactured at our state-of-the-art factory in the
heart of Europe. Here, the passion, dedication and commitment of our highly skilled
workforce and the best suppliers in the industry, comes together to produce innovatively designed vehicles of the highest quality, durability and reliability.
Our season 2015 vehicles continue with our philosophy, which we call Living in Motion,
they represent our strongest line-up ever, with innovative new features, exceptional
specifications, intelligent layouts and great value for money.
And on your travels, it’s always good to enjoy peace of mind. Adria caravans are backed
up with class leading warranties, a dealer network of over 400 professional dealers and
an efficient parts and aftersales service.
Discover more in our new online magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com
Enjoy your adventures.

Sonja Gole
CEO Adria Mobil
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Living in motion
Inspiring adventures for fifty years.

1960’s

1970’s

1980’s

1990’s

2000’s

2010’s
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Since 1965 ...

Adria has been making recreational vehicles

1970 | DeLuxe

for fifty years. From the very first Adria Caravan 375 in 1965 and the first motorhomes, the
Adriatik 420 and 450 in 1982, Adria has been
an innovator and leader in its field.
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1965 | Adria 375

1994 | Unica

Inspiring adventures for fifty years.

Adria supports the outdoor lifestyle and are proud to have partnered the
winning Red Bull KTM Factory Racing Team at the Dakar Rally in 2013
and 2014, providing vehicles for the gruelling 9,000km rally raid through
South America.

2005 | Action

Adria also supports the Adria Mobil Cycling Team in the UCI World
Championships. Discover more at: www.adria-mobil.com

2012 | Astella
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Exterior & Interior

Intelligent Design

Innovative. i-shaped design exterior with front and rear wall including LED channel lights

We believe in intelligent design. From our innovative ‘i-shaped’ exterior design to intelligent

Integrated. Completely integrated tent profile, handles and windows.

and flexible layouts plus those special touches which make all the difference.

Intelligent. Modular system of multi-piece ABS plastic parts which embrace the polyester
body.

Interior designs which optimize space and functionality, with style. Smart kitchens, Ergo
bathrooms and Smart sleeping solutions.

Why choose Adria?
Intelligent Construction

Award-Winning Products

Adria uses the best materials for body construction, such as GFK polyester for durability

Adria regularly wins independent awards for design, innovation, vehicle safety, quality and

and moisture-resistance. We also offer upgraded AL-KO and BPW chassis on selected

customer satisfaction - including the prestigious Konig Kunde »King Of Customers« award

models. We also make most of the furniture ourselves, designed and built to last.

in the German market. The New Adora recently won Caravan of The Year in the UK and
the New Altea won Caravan of the Year in The Netherlands. The Astella and Altea also both

For vehicle specifics refer to model pages and the technical data, on our website

won European Innovation Awards for design.

www.adria-mobil.com
See our latest awards
at www.adria-mobil.com
GESAMTSIEGER
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Quality Partners

World Class Manufacturing

Durability, Quality and Reliability

Adria works with the best partners when

All Adria vehicles are designed and made in our state-of-the art fac-

Adria use the best materials, the latest construction techniques and

designing and developing our vehicles,

tory in Novo mesto, Slovenia, right in the heart of Europe. The best

processes for durability, quality and reliability. Our vehicles offer year-

companies with an equal commitment to

facilities in the industry, ISO certified, using the latest technologies,

round use as we optimize insulation, heating and airflow manage-

functionality, quality and reliability.

world class manufacturing processes and fifty years experience of

ment.

our employees, means you can rely on your Adria vehicle.

Value for Money

Peace of Mind Holidays

Adria vehicles always offer good value for

Adria’s extensive professional dealer network, of over 400 dealers

money, with high levels of specification and

across Europe and beyond, means you have peace of mind on your

features. Thanks to their intelligent design

travels. All Adria vehicles are backed up by a comprehensive war-

and robust construction all Adria vehicles

ranty and an efficient parts and after sales service to our dealers.

are built to give you long-lasting value.
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CARAVANS
ASTELLA

ALPINA

page 10-17

8

ADORA

page 18-25

page 26-33

TRENDY PREMIUM

CLASSIC PREMIUM

CLASSIC ECONOMY

3 Models

9 Models

11 Models

4-7 Persons

4-8 Persons

4-7 Persons

ACTION

ALTEA

page 34-41
TRENDY ECONOMY

AVIVA

page 42-49
TRENDY ECONOMY

page 50-57
CLASSIC ECONOMY

2 Models

8 Models

8 Models

2-3 Persons

4-7 Persons

2-7 Persons
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Astella
alpina

astella

The Astella is the ultimate in modern
luxury, setting the standards with
leading-edge designs, exceptional
specificatons and touches of true
glamour.
Where better to experience this trend-setting
caravan than a beautiful lakeside in Austria? Most
campgrounds have first class facilities and some

ADORA

offer spas and clubs to occupy the children.
Go between Spring and Autumn and explore Zell
am See. 15,000 square miles of lake-bathing and

ACTION

outstanding natural beauty. The area is dotted with
great hiking and biking and spectacular mountain

AVIVA

ALTEA

passes with heavenly views.
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Visit Salzburg for heritage and architecture. Explore the original Mozart
rooms with their illuminating exhibits. In summer check out the Salzburg
Festival with hundreds of opera, concert and drama events.
Nearby Anthering is a perfect day-trip as well. Snuggled amidst
meadows and forests it has the full spectrum of gourmet restaurants
and rustic wine taverns.

Your luxurious lakeside home.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com

Camping in glamorous style

ASTELLA

Astella

alpina

Astella
With a number of layouts available and internal
lengths from 5.6 to 6.6m, offering luxurious
sleeping accomodation for upto 7 people,

ADORA

there is sure to be an Astella, for you.
European Innovation Award-winning Astella
gives you the ultimate caravanning experience.
loft-apartment

style

interior,

ACTION

Premium silver-grey i-shaped design exterior,
high-gloss

finishes and chrome detailing, this is pure
glamour. New sky-roof and panoramic window

3 Models

Length 7.74-8.61 m

4-7 Berths

Width 2.45-2.48 m
Height 2.58 m

AVIVA

ALTEA

on selected layouts.

Astella

Contemporary furntiture style, choice of textiles, complemented by ambient,
directional and LED lights. The large seating area. L-shaped Smart kitchen
with three flame gas stove and cover, large sink and worktop space. Spacious
storage,190l fridge and optional oven.
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Astella
Comfortable, adjustable beds in twin and French format. Luxury-hotel style bathroom, with
sink, toilet and shower. New easy-use Control Panel. Multi-media wall, pre-installed TV position.

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

ASTELLA

BOSE sound system too. Fully integrated Alde heating with optional Alde Smart Control.
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Astella
Hot water floor heating

EXTERIOR FEATURES
i-shaped exterior design in silver-grey colour.

Hot water heating

Multimedia & TV solutions
		

11

2x

2x11l Gas bottle compartment

Comfortable seating and choice of textiles.

Internal lengths from 5.6m to 6.6m, sleeping
for up-to 7 people.

190l fridge with optional
oven or microwave.

GFK construction and AL-KO chassis.
Exclusive front/rear walls with modular ABS and
integrated LED lights and handles.
New sky-roof and panoramic window,
dependent on model.
Double-glazed and tinted side windows.
INTERIOR FEATURES
Contemporary design, luxurious and spacious
interior.
Comfortable bedrooms in twin and French formats.
L-shaped Smart kitchen with 190l fridge
and optional integrated oven.
Ergo bathroom with hotel-style finishes, sink,
toilet and shower.

New sky-roof and panoramic
window, lined and with LED
lights.

Alde underfloor hot water heating system with Alde
Smart Control (both optional).
Multi-media wall with optional BOSE sound system.
OPTION
A range of further options available.

Alde hot water heating and optional electrical floor
heating.

Astella
Water tank

6+1 613 PK

			
Polyester exterior

AL-KO chassis

4 663 HT

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

2x / 3x

ASTELLA

4 563 PU

190l Refrigerator
		

Number of Berths

Wardrobe

Kitchen

Berths

	Table
Seating area

Grey Softness

Autumn Leaves

Evening Star Leather

White Leather

Bathroom
Floor

AVIVA

No.

ALTEA

TEXTILES
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Alpina
alpina

ASTELLA

The master of ‘all-season’ caravanning, the Alpina sets the standards
for warmth and comfort, making it
an excellent choice for colder climate adventures.
Scandinavia offers the great outdoors, cool cities
and camping experiences hard to find anywhere
else in Europe. All-year round adventures, including

ADORA

winter sports, provide experiences to be cherished
for a lifetime.
Norway is spectacular, offering rare wilderness yet

ACTION

is accessible from Europe. Head to the Norweigan
fjords for dramatic scenery, with Naeroyfjorden and

AVIVA

ALTEA

Lysefjord both memorable.
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Sweden offers breath-taking lakes and great beach holidays. Try one of
many islands like Gotland on the Baltic Sea. Finland offers epic wilderness and the unique attractions of the Aurora Borealis, the Northern
Lights, visible especially during the winter. Or try the Aland islands,
known for their cycling.
And Denmark, perhaps the most camping-friendly of all, with a long
coastline and other attractions. Try Henne Strand and Bisnap beaches,
Jutland and Bildso in Zealand.

An all-season caravan for all-year round holiday destinations.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com

The all-seasons caravan

ASTELLA

Alpina

alpina

Alpina
The Alpina, with new contemporary interior,
is available in a range of internal lengths from
5.1m to 7.4m and multiple layouts, comfortably

ADORA

sleeping upto 7+1 people dependent on the
layout.
Exterior with i-shaped design, upgraded AL-KO

ACTION

chassis (or BPW chassis on larger models),
durable insulated construction and fully-integrated Alde heating with hot water floor heat-

9 Models

Length 7.32-9.64 m

4-8 Berths

Width 2.45 m
Height 2.58 m

AVIVA

ALTEA

ing and optional Alde Smart Control.

Alpina

Upgraded contemporary interior design, with a choice of two textiles. New furniture
includes gloss finish cupboards and new table tops. Spacious living and seating
area. Practical kitchen with four flame stove and cover, large sin kand worktop
space. 190l fridge and integrated oven.
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Alpina
Ergo bathroom in compact form with fold-away sink, toilet and shower. Larger models have
separate shower. New easy-use Control Panel. Ambiental, directional andcontrollable LED

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

ASTELLA

lighting. Pre-installation for TV and external antennae.
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Alpina
All year use

EXTERIOR FEATURES
i-shaped exterior design GFK construction on AL-KO
chassis (BPW for larger models with double axle).

Hot water floor heating

Hot water heating

Water tank

Comfortable seating and choice of textiles.

ABS front and rear wall with integrated exclusive
LED lights and handles.

190l fridge with capacious
storage.

Internal lengths from 5.1m to 7.4m, sleeping for up-to
8 people.
Adria's insulation with Styrofoam floor insulationand
thermobuild standards of construction.
Insulated and heated waste water tank.
Seitz framed tinted windows.
INTERIOR FEATURES
Contemporary upgraded interior design with gloss
finish cupboards and table tops.
Large seating/living area.
Practical kitchen with four flame gas stove, sink,
worktop and storage.
Integrated oven and 190l fridge.

Gas stove with integrated
under worktop oven.

Fully integrated Alde heating, with hot water floor
heating and optional Alde Smart Control.
New easy-use Control Panel.
OPTION
A range of further options available.

Alde hot water heating and hot water floor heating.

Alpina
4 513 UP

Hob with oven and grill

4 563 LU

4 613 UT

BPW chassis

Polyester exterior

6+1 663 PT

7+1 663 UK

ASTELLA

Ergonomic bathroom

6 743 UD

6 743 UP

7 743 UX

ADORA

5 743 HT

alpina

2x / 3x

2x / 3x

ACTION

2x

Number of Berths

Wardrobe

Kitchen

Berths

	Table
Seating area

White Santos

White Leather

Bathroom
Floor

AVIVA

No.

ALTEA

TEXTILES
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Adora
alpina

ASTELLA

Spain may be a classic beach
holiday destination but there’s much
more to explore than just sand, so
time to change your views of Spain
in the new Adora. With its new skyroof and panoramic window your
perspective on holidays may never
be the same again.

ADORA

Try the north around San Sebastian, the culinary
capital of Spain, with more Michelin stars than Paris
and home to the pintxos, or Basque tapas, a ‘must-

ACTION

try’ experience.
Playa de la Concha beach, is perfect for peoplewatching. We would create a holiday further along
the northern coast from Santander, where campsites

AVIVA

ALTEA

and beaches are excellent.
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Experience lazy beach days and some exotic day-trips which should
include Bilbao, home to the Guggenheim Museum.
Away from the coast too, sample the wine country of La Rioja and the
stunning cathedral cities of Burgos and Leon.

Change your views of Spain with the new Adora.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com

Timeless design. Timeless values.

ASTELLA

Adora

alpina

Adora
The new Adora would make the perfect
base-camp for your next adventure, Spain or
elsewhere, with its contemporary new exterior

ADORA

and interior. Available in a range of internal
lengths from 4.7m to 6.1m and a wide choice
of layouts, sleeping upto 7 people.

ACTION

Enjoy the ‘atrium-style’ living in the awardwinning new Adora, with the new sky-roof and
panoramic window. All new i-shaped exterior
design with dynamic front and rear walls,
interior design with chrome detailing and gloss
finishes and choice of textiles.
11 Models

Length 6.79-8.24 m

4-7 Berths

Width 2.30-2.45 m
Height 2.58 m

AVIVA

ALTEA

GFK construction and AL-KO chassis. New

Adora

Comfortable twin, island and French beds with double and triple bunk bed choices.
Smart kitchen with new 140l Thetford ® Slim fridge, three flame gas stove with
cover and sink. Ample storage and worktop space.
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Adora
Ergo bathroom with shower, toilet and fold-away sink. Separate shower in larger models.
Directional, ambient and LED lighting. New easy use Control Panel and multi-media wall,
featuring TV and radio pre-installation, tablet dock, pre-installed speakers and antennae. Truma
ASTELLA

heating with upgraded optional electrical floor heating available. Or choose Alde hot-water

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

heating.
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Adora
Hot water heating

EXTERIOR FEATURES
New i-shape exterior design with new front and rear
wall.

Multimedia & TV solutions

11

2x

2x11l Gas bottle compartment

Water tank

Ambiental, one-touch spotlights and LEDs.

Atrium-style living with the new sky-roof and
panoramic window.

Smart kitchen with three
flame gas stove, sink and
large fridge.

Internal lengths from 4.7m to 6.1m with sleeping for
up-to 7 people
GFK construction and AL-KO chassis.
Double-glazed, 'flat' design tinted windows.
INTERIOR FEATURES
New sky-roof and panoramic window with integrated
lining, lights, UV screen, blinds and mosquito screen.
Atrium-style living with a view in seven layouts.
Truma heating or Alde hot water heating (optional),
and optional electric floor heating.
Comfortable bedrooms in twin, island, French format
with double or triple bunk beds.

New sky-roof and panoramic
window with integrated
lining, lights, UV screen,
blinds and mosquito screen.

Ergo bathroom with fold-away sink, toilet and shower.
Separate shower in larger models.
Smart kitchen with three flame gas stove, cover and
sink plus new Thetford ® 140l Slim fridge.
OPTION
A range of further options available.

New i-shaped design exterior with front
and rear wall.

Adora
4 472 UP

No of berths 7

5 492 LU

4 522 UP

Polyester exterior

5 542 UL

4 572 UT

AL-KO chassis

6+1 573 PT

ASTELLA

Ergonomic bathroom

5 573 UL

4 593 UP

4 613 HT

4 613 UT

ADORA

6+1 573 TK

alpina

2x / 3x

ACTION

2x/3x

TEXTILES

No.

Number of Berths
Kitchen
ALTEA

	Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths

Great Bear

Mint Taste

Cedro Way

Pure Brightness

White Santos

AVIVA

Bathroom
Floor
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Action
alpina

ASTELLA

Everyones’ favourite since its
launch. The lightweight and distinctive Action caravan has an adventurous attitude. Unique exterior
and contemporary interior style, it
remains the most flexible and functional caravan of its type.
So why not explore Brittany? Glorious beaches,

ADORA

quaint towns and villages make this idyllic part
of France worthy of consideration, with plenty of

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

campgrounds too.
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Brittany has great beaches along the entire coast for relaxing or more
active sports. Try regal Dinard, quieter Roscoff, or the southern islands
of Ile d’Ouessant and Belle Isle.
Go inland and sample the delights of the walled towns – the citadels
– and of course ensure you sample the delightful French cuisine.
Charming towns like Quimper, Dinan, Vitre and the port of St Malo
should be on your “must do” list.

It’s all Action in Brittany.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com

Action-packed for adventure

ASTELLA

Action

alpina

Action
The compact Action at 3.6m internal length
offers well-optimized space and sleeping for
upto three people, dependent on the layout.

ADORA

Contemporary interior design, featuring Smart
kitchen and Ergo bathroom, the Action is
always ready for action, wherever you go.

ACTION

Unique design and GFK construction on an
AL-KO chassis. Available in grey or classic
white exterior with blue trim. All models include
garage solutions, awning lights and integrated

2 Models

Length 5.19 m

2-3 Berths

Width 2.19 m
Height 2.54 m

AVIVA

ALTEA

exterior handles.

Action

Contemporary interior with optimized space for up-to three people, dependent on
layout. Optional sky-roof and panoramic window. Two layouts available, with Smart
kitchen, three flame gas stove with cover and sink, with optimized work space,
storage and fridge.
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Action
Ergo bathroom in compact format with fold-away sink, toilet and shower. Ambient, LED and
directional lights. Truma heating including Trumavent hot air distribution 5l Truma boiler and

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

ASTELLA

pre-installation for Truma Ultraheat.
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Action
XXL
L

Flexible garage space

EXTERIOR FEATURES
Innovative, attractive exterior available in grey or
classic white body with blue trim.

Water tank

WC

Shower & WC

Ergonomic bathroom

External storage.

3,6m length with two layout options.

Smart kitchen with three
flame gas stove, sink and
fridge.

GFK construction on AL-KO chassis with
AKScoupling device.
ABS rear wall.
Sky-roof and panoramic window option.
Optimized storage solutions.
INTERIOR FEATURES
Contemporary interior design with a choice of two
textiles.
Adria's comfortable bed with sleeping accomodation
for up-to 3 people.
Smart kitchen with three flame gas stove with cover
and plus optimized work-top and storage space.
90l fridge.

Innovative exterior in grey or
classic white with blue trim.

Ambient, LED and directional lighting.
Truma heating with options to further upgrade.
OPTION
A range of further options available.

Lightweight caravan with AL-KO chassis.

Action
Refrigerator

Slim-fit exterior

2 361 PD

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

ASTELLA

3 361 LH

Polyester exterior

TEXTILES

No.

Number of Berths
Kitchen
ALTEA

	Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths

Minio Graphic

Blue Sun

AVIVA

Bathroom
Floor
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Altea
alpina

ASTELLA

Intelligent design, innovative features and premium quality at an attractive price, that’s the new Altea.
Designed for brighter living with
light and airy interiors.
Istria, the northern corner of Croatia’s coastline
has long been a summer favourite. A cosmopolitan,
easy-living, area with a sunny climate, and miles of

ADORA

shoreline for swimming in crystal-clear waters.
Porec is typical of Istria with large lagoons and rocky
outcrops fringed by trees. Nice day trips on Sveti

ACTION

Nikola island or a boat trip to the Baredine caves
followed by dinner in the atmospheric streets of the

AVIVA

ALTEA

old town.
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Rovinj is the pick of coastal towns, its charming character wellpreserved. A medieval port and very photogenic with the St Euphemia
church tower and houses directly facing the water.
South of Pula, the coastline culminates in the Kamenjak peninsula, a
protected area of outstanding natural beauty, famed for cliff jumping
and it’s laid-back nature.

Experience the brighter side of life in Istria

Discover more destinations in our new on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com

Designed for brighter living

ASTELLA

Altea

alpina

Altea
Intelligent design, innovative features and
premium quality at an attractive price, that’s
the new Altea. Designed for brighter living with

ADORA

light and airy interiors. The Altea is already
gaining accolades including a European
Innovation Award for design and “Caravan of

ACTION

The Year” awards.
There are a range of models available from
3.9 to 5.5m internal length, sleeping up to

Award-winning Altea with i-shaped design,
dynamic front and rear wall, GFK polyester
body, with embossed aluminium sidewalls on
an AL-KO chassis.

8 Models

Length 6.09-7.61 m

4-7 Berths

Width 2.29 m
Height 2.58 m

AVIVA

ALTEA

7 people, with a choice of layouts available.

Altea

Contemporary new design with large seating group and new lighting system with
ambient, spot-lights and LEDs. Sleeps up-to 7 people, in multiple layouts with
single, twin, double or French combined with double or triple bunk-beds. New
Smart kitchen has a three flame gas stove, with cover and sink, optimized worktop
and storage. 97l or 190l fridge dependent on model, with pre-installation space for
a microwave.
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Altea
Ergo bathroom with fold-away sink, toilet and shower. Truma heating and pre-installation for

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

ASTELLA

upgrades including Truma Ultraheat and optional electrical floor heating.
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Altea
LED

LED

EXTERIOR FEATURES
i-shaped exterior design with dynamic front and rear
wall with integrated lights and handles.

Ergonomic bathroom

Water tank

Refrigerator

Storage drawers feature new closing mechanism.

Internal lengths from 3.9m to 5.5m with sleeping for
up-to 6 people.

The innovative new lighting
system provides ample full
or background lighting.

GFK body with embossed aluminium sidewalls on
AL-KO chassis.
Double-glazed, flat design, tinted windows.
Two-part entrance door with window option.
INTERIOR FEATURES
Contemporary interior design with new furniture and
choice of textiles.
Multiple layouts with twin, island, French and bunk
bed options.
Intelligent lighting with ambient, directional and LED
lights.
Truma heating with options to upgrade.
Smart kitchen with three flame gas stove, with cover
and sink, large fridge.
Ergo bathroom with fold-away sink, toilet and shower.

Award-winning innovative
design.





OPTION
A range of further options available.

New i-shaped exterior design.







 




























 















Altea
No of berths 7

4 432 PX

6 472 PK

AL-KO chassis

4 472 PU

ASTELLA

4 402 PH

Polyester roof

6 542 PK
+1

5 552 DT
+1

6 552 PK
+1

ADORA

4 492 LU

alpina

2x

2x / 3x

2x / 3x

ACTION

2x/3x

TEXTILES

No.

Number of Berths
Kitchen
ALTEA

	Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths

Mirka

Simply Light

Cedro Way

Evening Shadow

Planet Earth

AVIVA

Bathroom
Floor
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Aviva
alpina

ASTELLA

Sardinia. A timeless place with a
long and illustrious history, hosting
a wealth of fascinating ruins and
with almost 2,000km of coastline,
there is plenty to keep you busy.
Visit in an Aviva, a caravan range with all the
ingredients for a care-free holiday and range of
layouts and specifications at exceptional value for

ADORA

money.
Experience a more rugged, wilder Italy, yet with the
expected joys of great food, fabulous beaches and

ACTION

some glitz too. Sardinia offers warm Mediterranean

AVIVA

ALTEA

summers and quieter, milder Autumns.
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Set up your base camp and explore in your own car. Sardinia’s beaches are cherished, from the glitzy Costa Smeralda to the more rugged
wilder stretches of coastline.
Watch the sun descend over the pristine bays of Chia or explore the
island’s rich culture buried in the maze of alleyways in Cagliari. Sardinia
will live long in your memory.

Discovering the wilder side of Sardinia in a timeless Aviva.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria-mobil.com

Carefree holiday comfort

ASTELLA

Aviva

alpina

Aviva
Sardinia. …Visit in an Aviva, a caravan range
with all the ingredients for a care-free holiday
and range of layouts and specifications at

ADORA

exceptional value for money. The Aviva range
of caravans will suit all generations of caravan
users with internal lengths from 3.0m to 5.6m

ACTION

and many different layouts available.
Classic exterior in solid body embossed
aluminium sidewalls, with durable ABS front
and rear walls, on an AL-KO or BPW chassis,
part opening door and LED awning light.
8 Models

Length 4.68-7.69 m

2-7 Berths

Width 2.07-2.45 m
Height 2.58 m

AVIVA

ALTEA

dependent on the model selected with a two-

Aviva

Comfortable interior in classic design with new textile choices. Large seating group
and comfortable living and sleeping space from 2 to 7 people, dependent on
layout. All beds feature Adria’s comfortable matresses, and slatted beds. Practical
kitchen with two flame gas stove with cover, separate sink and additional gas hob,
optimized work-top and storage. 90l or 190l fridge.
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Aviva
Attractive bathroom with sink, toilet and shower. Truma heating with the optional Truma Ultraheat
and Truma 5l Therme boiler. Optional electrical floor heating and Trumavent hot air distribution.

AVIVA

ALTEA

ACTION

ADORA

alpina

ASTELLA

Or order in its basic form, without heating.
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Aviva
Water tank

EXTERIOR FEATURES
Range of internal lengths from 3.0m to 5.6m,
sleeping up-to 7 people.

WC

Shower & WC

Refrigerator

Polyester roof

Truma heating optional.

Solid body in polyester with embossed aluminium
sidewall construction.

The two-piece entrance door
allows ventilation whilst still
providing security.

AL-KO (or BPW chassis) dependent on model.
New exterior graphics and two-part entrance door.
LED awning light.
INTERIOR FEATURES
Classic caravan with comfortable interior and new
textile choices.
Comfortable bedrooms and a range of layouts
available.
Practical kitchen with three burner hob, 90l or 190l
fridge and optimized storage.
Truma heating optional.

Solid body (roof, front and
back wall) in polyester
with embossed aluminium
sidewall construction.

Air-conditioning pre-installation.
New easy-use Control Panel.
OPTION
A range of further options available.

AL-KO (or BPW chassis) dependent on model.

Aviva
4 360 DK

4 482 LH

6+1 512 PK

4 370 DD

4 390 PS

6 563 PT

ADORA

6 512 PT

alpina

2x

2x/3x

ASTELLA

2 300 DT

2x/3x

ACTION

2x/3x

2x/3x

TEXTILES

No.

Number of Berths
Kitchen
ALTEA

	Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths

Simply Light

Eloise

Great Bear

Canary Way

Infinitive Universe

AVIVA

Bathroom
Floor
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Living in motion
Be On-line

Be Inspired

Be Social

Adria’s website is the best source of information on Adria and all

Adria’s new online interactive customer magazine, Adria Inspirations, is

Adria has a large community of owners

Adria vehicles. Easy to navigate and with its own Product Selector,

packed full of inspirational destinations and adventures for you and your

and with facebook sites in most coun-

all technical information.

motorhome or caravan. With detailed behind the scenes information, the

tries and over 30,000 fans world-wide.

latest product news and features on the world of camping its a must-read

Join our community and share your

each Spring and Autumn.

experience

www.adria-mobil.com

with

people.

Discover more in our new online magazine, Inspirations, at

www.facebook.com/AdriaMobil

www.adria-mobil.com

http://www.youtube.com/user/
adriamobilchannel
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like-minded

Living in extreme motion
“Dakar is brutal.
It’s an extreme test for
everyone and every
vehicle involved.”
Marc Coma
Dakar 2014 Winner,
Motorcycle Category.

Dakar 2014
Adria is also a proud partner of the Red Bull KTM Factory Racing Team,

torhomes, taken straight off the same Adria production lines

in the Dakar Rally. The Dakar is the world’s toughest race, where over 500

which produce our caravans, completed this gruelling test without

entrants in cars, trucks, quads and motorcycles battle it out for fifteen days

fault, coping with extreme temperatures, difficult terrain and high

and 9,000 kms of all kinds of terrain and conditions.

altititudes.

At Dakar 2014 Adria five motorhomes supported Marc Coma and the win-

Discover more at www.adria-mobil.com

ning Red Bull KTM Factory Racing team. Three Matrix and two Sonic mo-
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ADRIA MOBIL, d.o.o.
Straška cesta 50 • 8000 Novo mesto • Slovenija
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INT

1965 | Adria 375

2005 | Action

1970 | DeLuxe

1994 | Unica

2012 | Astella
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